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Instantons and the singlet coupling in the chiral quark model
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The chiral quark model with a broken U~3! flavor symmetry can be interpreted as the effective theory of
instanton-dominated nonperturbative QCD. This naturally suggests the possibility of a negative singlet to octet
coupling ratio, which has been found, in a previous publication, to be compatible with the phenomenological
description of the nucleon spin-flavor structure.@S0556-2821~99!06909-X#

PACS number~s!: 12.38.Lg, 12.38.Qk, 12.39.2x, 14.20.Dh
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I. INTRODUCTION

When viewed from the perspective of perturbative QC
some of the observational data on the nucleon spin or fla
structures appear to be puzzling. The possibility that th
non-trivial structures originate from nonperturbative QC
presents itself. Nonperturbative QCD naturally enters i
the study of the nucleon structure because in the hadr
interior LQCD

2 &Q2&1 GeV2, the QCD gauge coupling is
expected to be large. The features in this intermediate en
regime correspond to the ‘‘initial distributions,’’ from whic
the observed structures at higherQ2’s are related through the
standard perturbative QCD evolutions.

It has been suggested that constituent quarks and inte
Goldstone bosons could be the effective degrees of free
~DOF! for a simple description of the phenomena in th
nonperturbative region@1#. Indeed, calculations at the leve
of the nonrelativistic chiral quark model (xQM) have been
seen to yield a reasonable account of both the spin and
flavor structure@2–4#. What is the theoretical basis for suc
an effective DOF description? There are several distinc
theoretical approaches all leading to similar effective
scriptions. They can be differentiated by theoretical~self-
consistency! considerations and by model details.

The suggestion that the instanton configurations domin
the nonperturbative physics is a particularly attractive po
bility @5–7#. It yields the most detailed mechanism for
dynamic breaking of chiral symmetry, and an effecti
theory closely resembles thexQM. In this Brief Report we
shall show that one aspect of the chiral quark description
be accounted for very naturally by the instanton approa
i.e., the phenomenological suggestion of the singlet ch
meson-quark coupling having an opposite sign from tha
the octet meson-quark coupling@3#.

In Sec. II, we shall recall the motivation of working wit
a xQM having a nonet of pseudoscalar mesons, with a ne
tive singlet-coupling as suggested by phenomenology
Sec. III, we shall briefly recount the instanton liquid mod
how the ’t Hooft determinantal interaction naturally sugge
a negative singlet to octet coupling ratio.
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II. CHIRAL QUARK MODEL WITH A BROKEN
U„3… SYMMETRY

The chiral quark idea@8# is that the QCD coupling, as i
increases when proceeding to longer distance scales, c
trigger the nonperturbative phenomenon of spontaneous
ral symmetry breaking before reaching the confinement
dius. Thus, in the intermediate range ofLQCD

2 &Q2&Lxsb
2

'1 GeV2, the effective DOF are massive constituent qua
and internal Goldstone bosons~IGBs!. For a better under-
standing, it is important to separate out the couplingvsmass
effects. For example, in the study of the strange quark c
tent of the nucleon, the SU~3! symmetric pion-nucleon sigma
term calculation@9,10# implies a rather large strange qua
content,s̄.ū,d̄, while another deduction from the neutrin
charm production~without invoking thems5mu5md ap-
proximation! suggests@11,12,4# a more moderate situatio
s̄.(ū1d̄)/2.

In a previous publication@3#, we have suggested the con
sideration of a chiral quark model with nonet of pseudosca
mesons~instead of just the usual octet!. This was mainly
motivated by the theoretical consideration that in any
scription of the strong interaction involving three light fla
vors of quarks, we would start out with nine~unmixed! de-
generate pseudoscalar mesons—hence an U~3! flavor
symmetry. This is the case in the leading 1/Nc ~planar! ap-
proximation (Nc being the number of colors!. In this limit,
the quark couplings to the singlet meson and to the o
mesons must be equal,f 15 f 8. This zeroth order approxima
tion misses some essential physical features: there is no
anomaly, i.e., an unbroken axial U~1! symmetry, and the
quark sea is flavor-symmetric,ū5d̄5 s̄ @2,3#. Thus any real-
istic description must involve a broken U~3! symmetry~due
to the higher order nonplanar contributions!. If one still
wants to work in the simple SU~3! limit—so as to separate
out the massms.mu,d effect ~from that of the coupling!, it
has been suggested that we should work with two indep
dent couplings,f 1Þ f 8. One does get a substantially bett
description of the experimental data with such a tw
parameter fit@3#; furthermore, rather surprisingly, these tw
couplings are found~for a better phenomenology! to have
opposite signs:f 1.2 f 8.
©1999 The American Physical Society03-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 097503
Why would the coupling sign make a difference in such
simple quark model calculation? It enters because we m
coherently add amplitudes for the process with different n
tral Goldstone boson intermediate channels (GB0):

q→GB01q→q̄81q81q ~1!

because they produce the same final states. Hence the
tive signs of thep0,h and h8 couplings give rise to an
interference pattern in the production of theq̄8q8 pairs. The
amplitude for a neutral GB emission,q→GB01q, is given
by

S f 8

p0

A2
1 f 8

h

A6
1 f 1

h8

A3
D ~ q̄q! ~2!

where we have not displayed any of the charged GB~as well
as the nonflavor structure! in the coupling. From the quark
contents ofp0, h andh8 we can immediately work out the
probability for the quark pair emission,u→(q̄8q8)1u, by
the valenceu quark to be

~u ū!:~dd̄!:~ss̄!5S 21z

3 D 2

:S 12z

3 D 2

:S 12z

3 D 2

~3!

where z5 f 1 / f 8. One notes, in particular, forz522 the
interference pattern is such thatuū pair is not produced by
the valenceu quark, while the emission probabilities ofdd̄

andss̄ pairs are nonvanishing and equal in this SU~3! limit.
Namely, the quark sea production always involves a cha
of the quark flavor:u→dd̄u, ss̄u, d→u ūd, ss̄d, and s

→u ūs, dd̄s, butuyu ūu, dydd̄d andsyss̄s, etc. This is
the limiting case. The actual phenomenological fits~mainly
from the data showingd̄.ū) suggest more of a value in th
neighborhood ofz.21.

In the chiral quark model, when one includes thems
.mu,d SU~3! breakings, the singleth8 channel is suppresse
by the mass effect ofMh8.Mh,K.Mp @4#. The final result
is not particularly sensitive to theh8 contribution. Thus,
without the consideration at an intermediate stage of
equal mass approximation, the inclusion of the singlet
contribution may not be entirely justified on phenomenolo
cal ground. However, the requirement of a~negative! f 1
seems to suggest that the underlying theory might be s
that the flavor singlet meson is needed in the coupl
scheme, even though its effect is dampened by the SU~3!-
breaking mass effects.~This situation is analogous to th
above-discussed issue of nucleon strange quark content
favored by coupling but suppressed by its large mass.! The
relevant point is that all this should be part of the clues ab
the correct nonperturbative theory underlying the effect
DOF description.

III. THE INSTANTON-INDUCED
EFFECTIVE INTERACTIONS

Nonperturbative QCD being likely to be rather comp
cated when expressed directly in terms of the fundame
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DOF of ~current! quarks and gluons, it may well be useful
adopt a two-stage approach. In the first stage one attemp
identify the effective DOF in terms which the physics d
scription is simple, intuitive and phenomenologically corre
At the second stage one then tries to work out the rela
between these effective DOF and QCD quarks and gluo
From such a viewpoint the above discussedxQM is a first-
stage description with~constituent! quarks and internal Gold
stone bosons being the effective DOF.

It turns out there are several distinctive nonperturbat
QCD approaches, all leading~at least at the nonrelativistic
quark model level! to the xQM as the effective theory@1#.
One way to differential the separate approaches is to
model details that can be checked by experimental meas
ment. Here we show that the instanton approach natur
contains the possibility of a negative singlet chiral qua
coupling f 1 / f 8.22, at least in the SU~3! limit.

Let us first recall that the instanton configuration induc
a determinantal interaction among the light quarks~the ’t
Hooft interaction@13#!:

HI5g det
i , j

@ q̄iRqjL1H.c.# ~4!

where the flavor indicesi , j 51,2,3 andqjL5 1
2 (12g5)qj ,

etc. In the instanton approach, the light quarks pick
masses~dynamic symmetry breaking! when propagating in
the background of instanton fields—they are to be identi
with the constituent quarks. On the other hand, there
actually no independent propagating pseudoscalar DOF~i.e.,
no GB kinetic energy terms!, the IGB are just short-hands fo
qq̄ loop effects:q̄q pairs ‘‘propagate’’ by leaping among
states associated with instantons.

This six-quark interaction in Eq.~4! implies that an in-
stanton absorbs a left-handed quark of each flavor and e
a right-handed quark of each flavor,ūRuLd̄RdLs̄RsL . This
provides a mechanism for produce a negatively polari
quark sea, and~in the equal mass limit! a flavor structure of
s̄.d̄.ū in the proton in qualitative agreement with the o
served nucleon spin/flavor structure. In fact we also see
such an interaction would transform aqq̄ into quark pairs of
different flavors—this is just thez522 case discussed in
Sec. II.

It may be worthwhile to work out some detail, to see ho
such opposite signs arise from the determinantal interact
Here we shall follow Hatsuda and Kunihiro@14# and use the
mean field approximation—namely a composite boson fi
F i j 5q̄i(12g5)qj can be approximated by its~classical!
vacuum expectation value,F i i→^F i i &[f i i . In this way we
obtain a set of four-quark vertices from the determinan
six-quark interaction as@15#

g@detF1H.c.# →
MFA

gFTr~fF2!2
1

2
Tr f Tr~F2!

2Tr~fF!Tr~F!

1
1

2
Tr f~Tr F!21H.c.G . ~5!
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Since we will be working in the SU~3! limit with ^ūu&
5^d̄d&5^s̄s&[v, the expectation value matrix reduces to
identity matrix multiplied by a constant,f5vI and the
above expression is simplified to

g detF→
vg

2
@~Tr F!22Tr~F2!#

5vgS F0
22

1

2
F3

22
1

2
F8

2D ~6!

where F05(ūu1d̄d1 s̄s)/A3, F35(ūu2d̄d)/A2, F8

5(ūu1d̄d22s̄s)/A6. The above expression holds for th
scalar and the pseudoscalar combinations—they differ by
overall sign. To cast this in the form of boson quark co
plings, we just replace one of the boson fields by its qu
pairs. In this way we see clearly that single coupling is tw
@16# the negative of the octet couplingsf 15vg and f 8
52vg/2, confirming our expectation.

Because the determinantal interaction in Eq.~4! is sym-
metric underSUL(3)3SUR(3) but not underUA(1) it will
give a mass to the singlet would-be-Goldstone boson~theh8
meson!, thus solving the axialUA(1) problem@13#. We can
picture this solution of theh8 mass problem in more phys
cal terms: The opposite signs mean that the determina
interaction between a quark and an antiquark is an attrac
in the octet channel and a repulsion in the singlet chan
i
en
n-
-
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This attraction bindsq̄q so strongly in the octet channel tha
the resultant state is massless~as dictated by the gap equa
tion!. On the other hand, the corresponding repulsion in
singlet channel will reduce the binding energy~from the
usual effective four-quark interaction! so that the resultan
singlet pseudoscalar meson is much less tightly bound an
massive. With the UA(1) solution viewed this way, the op
posite singlet-octet coupling ratio is seen to be related to
determinantal repulsion in the singletqq̄ channel and thus
ultimately to the resolution of theh8 mass problem.

In summary, we have presented an argument sugges
that, in an instanton dominated nonperturbative QCD,
singlet meson quark coupling naturally comes out to
negative, which has been found in a previous publication@3#
to be compatible with the phenomenology of the nucle
spin-flavor structure. This, in turn, lends some support to
idea of an instanton-dominated nonperturbative origin of
hadron structure. In this connection, we wish to report t
another argument for this result, carried out in the contex
anomalous contribution to the singlet axial vector const
gA

0 @17#, will be presented in a forthcoming paper@18#.
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